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hyperbolic complex eigenvalues| two with positive real part and two with nega-tive real part. This type of equilibrium solution is called a saddle-focus, and it iswell-known that systems with homoclinic or heteroclinic connections between suchpoints can exhibit complicated (chaotic) behavior, cf. [10, 16, 20, 25]. The pur-pose of this paper is to investigate the structure of the homoclinic and heteroclinicorbits connecting saddle-focus equilibria in a class of fourth-order equations.The speci�c Lagrangians that we study are given byJ [u] = ZR �2 ju00j2 + �2 ju0j2 + F (u)� dt with ; � > 0: (1.1)The nonlinearity F is assumed to be a double-well potential with two nondegener-ate global minima at �1 of which the prototypical example is F (u) = (u2� 1)2=4:The number of global minima is not crucial, and our analysis extends to potentialswith arbitrarily many wells. The Euler-Lagrange equation for (1:1) isu0000 � �u00 + F 0(u) = 0 with ; � > 0: (1.2)This equation has been proposed as a generalization of the second-order stationaryAllen-Cahn or Fisher-Kolmogorov equation ( = 0) and arises in the study ofphase transitions in the neighborhood of Lifshitz points [14, 15, 37], see Section 8.When  > �2=4F 00(�1); the equilibrium points u = �1 are saddle-foci, and we areinterested in the heteroclinic and homoclinic orbits connecting these two points inthe four-dimensional ow generated by (1:2):Before describing the history of this problem, we would like to state three char-acteristics of our results which di�er from much of the previous work. First, theassumptions on the nonlinearity are very mild. In particular we do not requiresymmetry or analyticity of F; nor do we place any transversality or nondegeneracyconditions on the intersections of the stable and unstable manifolds of �1: Second,we produce multitransition solutions of (1:2) with any number of transitions, all ofwhich are local minimizers of the action functional (1:1): Finally, these multitran-sition solutions do not all lie in some small neighborhood of the principal loop inthe phase space. In particular the distance between transitions is not required tobe large. Our results imply that the dynamics of equations of the form (1:2) witha double-well potential and saddle-focus equilibria are always chaotic and hencenever completely integrable.The methods used in this paper also seem to be applicable to mechanical sys-tems with two degrees of freedom. As for fourth order problems, this would requirea nonnegative Lagrangian density and saddle-foci which are global minima. Theseexamples will be the subject of future work.Finding multitransition and multibump solutions for Hamiltonian systems hasbecome an active �eld of study in recent years. In this context we mention thework of S�er�e, Rabinowitz, Coti-Zelati, Ekeland, and Bu�oni [3, 8, 12, 13, 17, 30,31, 33, 34]. The initial work is due to S�er�e [33] who �nds in�nitely many two-bump homoclinic orbits for a general class of nonautonomous, periodically-forced2



Hamiltonian systems with a subsequent generalization to multibump homoclinics[34]. Coti-Zelati and Rabinowitz [13, 31] consider the problem of �nding multi-bump homoclinic connections for mechanical systems with Lagrangians of the formL(t; q; q0) = 12 jq0j2�V (t; q), where q : R ! Rn and V is a periodically-forced poten-tial. Nondegeneracy conditions are imposed on the primary homoclinic connectionsin order to construct multibump solutions. These variational results are analogousto those obtained from the study of Poincar�e maps of time-periodic systems viaMelnikov theory which detects transverse intersections, cf. [19, 23].Using such techniques from dynamical systems theory, Devaney [16] has shownthat autonomous Hamiltonian systems in R4 display horseshoe-like dynamics in aneighborhood of a transverse homoclinic or heteroclinic loop connecting saddle-foci.This principal loop is the four-dimensional equivalent of a Shil'nikov orbit [35, 36].In particular this implies that a countable family of multibump or multitransitionsolutions exists near the primary loop in the phase space. In general the existenceof a primary loop composed of transverse intersections of stable and unstable man-ifolds is di�cult to verify in fourth-order problems. In this paper we prove that fora signi�cant class of autonomous Hamiltonian systems no transversality conditionis required to obtain multitransition solutions of (1:2):Multibump homoclinic connections near a Shil'nikov orbit in conservative, au-tonomous systems in R4 have been studied variationally by Bu�oni and S�er�e [10].Their results require an intersection condition on the stable and unstable mani-folds which is weaker than transversality and is simpler to check for certain exam-ples. For the system (1:2) this condition has been veri�ed for the speci�c potentialF = (u2 � 1)2=4 and is used in [20] to construct multitransition solutions ofu0000 � �u00 + u3 � u = 0; (1.3)which is often referred to as the extended Fisher-Kolmogorov equation. This ap-proach yields solutions which are close to a primary heteroclinic loop, composedof single-transition solutions, by gluing together well-separated copies of these pri-mary solutions. However, checking the intersection condition of Bu�oni and S�er�e[10] can be involved, and it has not been veri�ed for the general problem (1:2):The EFK-equation (1:3) has been extensively studied by Peletier and Troy[24, 25, 26, 27, 28] who show that heteroclinic connections between �1 exist forall �;  > 0. These primary heteroclinic connections have exactly one monotonetransition and minimize the action J in a suitable class of functions [28]. Usingtopological shooting methods they explore the set of bounded solutions of (1:3)when  > �2=8 (the saddle-focus case). They prove the existence of a count-able family of heteroclinic connections which are qualitatively di�erent from thosefound in this paper and in [20], as well as various types of periodic and chaoticsolutions. For  < �2=8 the points �1 are saddles (two negative and two positivereal eigenvalues), and the primary heteroclinic connection is monotone and unique(up to translations) within the class of monotone functions. The approach takenin this paper will be completely di�erent. Gardner and Jones [18] prove that for3



small values of =�2 the heteroclinics are unique and are the result of transverseintersections of the stable and unstable manifolds, which is still an open questionfor large values of =�2.A related equation u0000 + Pu00 + u� u2 = 0;which arises in nonlinear elasticity and the theory of shallow water waves, hasbeen extensively studied by Amick, Bu�oni, Champneys, and Toland [4, 8, 9, 11]who also develop a shooting method suitable for fourth-order problems of thistype. Note that the Lagrangian density is given by L(u; u0; u00) = 12 ju00j2� P2 ju0j2+12u2 � 13u3 and is not bounded from below as is (1:1): The primary homoclinicconnection occurs as a mountain pass critical point, and our methods are notdirectly applicable. However we believe that many of the same ideas are importantfor both classes of problems. The parameter P plays the same role as the ratio =�2in equation (1:2); and for �2 < P < 2 the stationary point u = 0 is a saddle-focus,which leads to a complicated set of multibump homoclinic connections [8, 10]. Thisequation with u2 replaced by u3 is also used in certain optical models [2].Since the points u = �1 are hyperbolic equilibria of (1:2); homoclinic connec-tions are contained in the a�ne Sobolev spaces �1 + H2(R): Heteroclinic con-nections lie in the spaces �� + H2(R), where �� is a �xed smooth function suchthat ��(t) = �1 for t � �1 and ��(t) = �1 for t � 1. These connections havein�nite tails which are bi-asymptotic to �1 as t ! �1: Disregarding these tails,the solution can make a �nite number of transitions between the values �1 and+1 with oscillations around �1 between transitions, see Figure 1:1: Our approachto �nding multitransition solutions is to de�ne open subclasses of the above spacesin which functions make a speci�c number of transitions and oscillations. We thenminimize the functional J in these classes. When the minimum is attained in theinterior of a class, a local minimizer of J is found which is a smooth solution tothe Euler-Lagrange equation (1:2) with the corresponding properties. The precisede�nitions of the subclasses are given in Section 2, but we present here a brief,informal description in terms of homotopy classes of curves in the plane.
e1 e2(1;0)+10�1 (�1;0)

Figure 1.1: A typical heteroclinic orbit with homotopy type e1e22:Viewed in the con�guration plane (u; v) where v = u0; a heteroclinic or ho-moclinic orbit is a curve connecting the points (�1; 0); and the transitions and4



oscillations record the homotopy type relative to these points. All homotopy typesarising in this way can be represented by a free semigroup generated by two (clock-wise) oriented loops, e1 and e2 around (�1; 0); see Figure 1:1: Note that the windingin the tails is disregarded in this representation, and the orientation of the loopsis due to the relation v = u0: Thus for every heteroclinic and homoclinic orbit uthere exists a representative word of the forme�mim � e�m�1im�1 � : : : � e�2i2 � e�1i1where �(u) = (�1; :::; �m) 2 Nm and ik+1 � 1 = ik mod 2. In the sequel it will bemore convenient to consider g(u) = 2�(u) rather than the winding vector �: Thevector g 2 2Nm speci�es the number of crossings of �1 which u makes betweentransitions, and g = 0 for functions with only one transition. For each vectorg 2 G = 2Nm [ f0g there are two distinct homotopy classes which correspond towords beginning with e1 and words beginning with e2: These two classes containfunctions for which limt!�1 u(t) = +1 and limt!�1 u(t) = �1 respectively. LetM�(g) denote these homotopy classes of functions with winding vector g=2; andde�ne the numbers J �(g) = infM�(g) J [u]:The above in�ma are well-de�ned since J is bounded from below, although it isnot clear whether the in�ma are attained in each of the homotopy classes. Ourgoal is to prove that J �(g) is attained in many classes M�(g):Before stating our main result, we introduce an order relation � on G de�nedby the following rule:(g1; : : : ; gm) � (g1; � � � ; gk�1; g�k ; 2; g+k ; gk+1; : : : ; gm)for any k 2 f1; : : : ; mg and g�k 2 2N such that g�k + g+k = gk;which is extended on G by transitivity. In terms of words representing homotopytypes, e21 � e1 � e2 � e1 and e22 � e2 � e1 � e2:This order relation determines the classes in which we can �nd minimizers as statedin the following theorem.Theorem 1.1 Suppose that F has exactly two nondegenerate global minima atu = �1; and F grows superquadratically as u! �1: If �;  > 0 are chosen suchthat �1 are saddle-focus equilibria of (1:2); then for any g 2 G there exist h� � gsuch that J �(h�) are attained by functions bu� 2 C4(R) \M�(g):Remark: Since there are only �nitely many h 2 G with h � g; the followingalternative holds for either + or � throughout: either J �(g) < J �(h) for allh � g and J �(g) is attained in M�(g); or there are �nitely many vectors h�i �g; i = 1; ::; n; such that J �(h�1 ) = : : : = J �(h�n ) � J �(g); and J �(h�i ) isattained in M�(h�i ) for each i � n: 5



The minima obtained in Theorem 1:1 are local minima of J in the appropriatefunction spaces �+H2(R): The theorem does not imply that the in�mum is attainedin every homotopy class, but it can be shown that there are certain classes in whicha local minimizer must exist. In particular, if the winding numbers gi are all smallenough or large enough, then the in�mum J �(g) is attained inM�(g): In the lattercase, the resulting local minimizers are multitransition solutions whose transitionsare close to the single transition minimizers in J �(0) and are separated by largedistances. These solutions are analogous to those found in typical multibumpconstructions, cf. [20].Theorem 1.2 Let F , �;  be as in Theorem 1:1: If g = 0 or g 2 2Nm with gi = 2for all i � m; then J �(g) are attained by minimizers in M�(g): Futhermore, thereexists an N > 0 such that, if g 2 2Nm and gi > N for all i � m, then J �(g) areattained by minimizers in M�(g):In the Theorems 1:1 and 1:2 the hypotheses on F are fairly mild. If additionalsymmetry for F is assumed, then local minima exist in almost every homotopyclass.Theorem 1.3 Let F , �;  be as in Theorem 1:1; and assume in addition thatF (u) = F (�u) for all u 2 R: Then for any g 2 G for which either g = 0; gi = 2for all i; or gi � 4 for all i; the in�ma J �(g) = J +(g) are attained by minimizersin the associated homotopy classes.The proofs of these theorems are based on a constrained minimization principlein which J is minimized on open setsM�(g) in �+H2(R): The main di�culty is toshow that there exist minimizing sequences which are bounded with respect to theappropriate norm and whose weak limits are contained in the interior of the classM�(g): The oscillatory nature of solutions which lie in a neighborhood of a saddle-focus equilibrium is crucial to the control of minimizing sequences and is describedin Section 4. In Section 3 we develop tools for removing spurious oscillations fromminimizing sequences. The results of these two sections complement each other,and combined with fairly simple a priori estimates, they comprise the essentialingredients of the proofs of Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 in Sections 5, 6, and 7respectively.Minimizing sequences in a class M�(g) can lose complexity in the limit, i.e.approach the boundary ofM�(g); in two ways: crossings of �1 can coalesce, or thedistance between crossings can grow to in�nity. In both cases minimizing sequencescan be adjusted by replacing pieces of the functions in the sequence with piecesof orbits near a saddle-focus equilibrium. The oscillatory properties of such orbitsensure that the limits of these specially-constructed minimizing sequences remainin the interior of the classM�(g): Intuitively this is the main idea of this paper, butthe implementation requires some technical adjustments, see Section 5. We beginin Section 2 with a precise description of the functional analytic framework for6



these minimization problems, and in Section 8 we briey describe other problemsin which these techniques might be useful.Throughout this paper C will denote an arbitrary constant which may changefrom line to line. Generally C will depend on the parameters ; �; and the nonlin-earity F: Any other important dependence will be explicitly speci�ed.2 PreliminariesThe Hamiltonian of (1:2) is given byH(u; u0; u00; u000) = �u000u0 + 2 ju00j2 + �2 ju0j2 � F (u)= p1q2 + 12p22 � �2 q22 � F (q1)in the symplectic coordinates (q; p) = (q1; q2; p1; p2) de�ned by (q1; q2) = (u; u0)and (p1; p2) = (�u0 � u000; u00): The canonical Lagrangian then has the formI[q; p] = R fhq0; pi � H(q; p)g: Since this Lagrangian is strongly inde�nite, it ismore convenient to study homoclinic and heteroclinic orbits of (1:2) as criticalpoints of the action functionalJ [u] = ZR �2 ju00j2 + �2 ju0j2 + F (u)� dtwith ; � > 0; which is obtained from I[q; p] by substituting the above de�niton of(q; p):Recall that the function F 2 C2(R) is a nondegenerate double-well potentialwhich grows superquadratically as juj ! 1: The speci�c hypothesis is(H1) F (�1) = F 0(�1) = 0; F 00(�1) > 0; and F (u) > 0 for u 6= �1: Moreoverthere are constants c1 and c2 such that F (u) � �c1 + c2u2:This implies the following property which will be used in the sequel(H2) for every � 2 (�1; 1) there exists �(�) > 0 such thatF (u) � � �(�)2(u� 1)2 for u 2 (�;1);�(�)2(u+ 1)2 for u 2 (�1; �):Let ��1(t) � �1; and choose any �1 2 C1(R) such that �1(t) = 1 for t � 1 and�1(t) = �1 for t � �1: As described in the introduction, we will consider classesof functions in the a�ne spaces ��1 + H2(R): Note that such functions satisfylimt!�1 u(t) = �1: We will restrict attention to this case, as the other case iscompletely analogous, and thus we will drop the superscripts � from the notationfor the classes M(g): For m � 1 and g 2 2Nm we de�ne the subclass M(g) of�(�1)m +H2(R) as follows. 7



De�nition 2.1 A function u is in M(g) if there are nonempty sets fAigm+1i=0 suchthati) u�1(�1) = Sm+1i=0 Ai;ii) #Ai = gi for i = 1; : : : ; m;iii) maxAi < minAi+1 for i = 0; : : : ; m;iv) u(Ai) = (�1)i+1; andv) fmaxA0g [ (Smi=1Ai) [ fminAm+1g consists of transverse crossings of �1:Under these conditions M(g) is an open subset of �(�1)m + H2(R): For m = 0de�ne M(0) as above with two sets A0 and A1 each with at least one transversecrossing. For convenience we will suppress the dependence of � on m and use thenotation jgj = m if g 2 2Nm and j0j = 0:For g 2 G = [1m=12Nm [f0g functions inM(g) make jgj+1 transitions between�1; and these occur on the intervals from maxAi to minAi+1 for i = 0; : : : ; m: Thenumbers gi count the crossings of either �1 or +1 between consecutive transitions,and these crossings are transverse as well as the crossings at the beginning ofthe �rst transition and the end of the last transition. Functions in � + H2(R)can make in�nitely many crossings of �1 as t ! �1; but we do not make anyassumptions about their transversality. For u 2 M(g) we will call the intervalfrom the beginning of the �rst transition to the end of the last transition, i.e. frommaxA0 to minAm+1; the core interval of u; see Figure 2:1:These classes have been de�ned so that between any two crossings in Ai func-tions inM(g) stay strictly above/below (�1)i: Hence a function which crosses +1;then has a tangency at �1, and subsequently crosses +1 again is on the boundarybetween two distinct classes. Initially we will allow minimizing sequences to movefrom one class to another in this manner. To formalize this idea we de�ne thefollowing partial ordering � on the set G = [1m=12Nm [ f0g:For g = (g1; : : : ; gm) we set(g1; : : : ; gm) � (g1; � � � ; gk�1; g�k ; 2; g+k ; gk+1; : : : ; gm)for any k 2 f1; : : : ; mg and g�k 2 2N such that g�k + g+k = gk:and extend to the whole of G by transitivity.For any g 2 G de�ne M(g) = [h�gM(h): The functions in M(g) are atleast as topologically complex as those in M(g); i.e. they have at least jgj + 1transitions and at leastPi gi crossings of �1 between the �rst and last transitions.Let J (g) = infM(g) J: We will prove a more detailed version of Theorem 1:1 whichstates that given any g 2 G there is a local minimizer of J which is at least astopologically complex as functions in M(g) in the sense of the above ordering, seeFigure 2:1: 8



+10�1 h = (2; 2; 4; 4)g = (6; 4)Figure 2.1: (6; 4) � (2; 2; 4; 4): The intervals pictured are the core intervals.Theorem 2.2 Suppose F satis�es the hypothesis (H1) and ; � > 0 are chosensuch that �1 are saddle-foci. Then for any g 2 G there exists bu 2 M(g) which isa local minimizer of J in �+H2(R) with the following properties:i) bu has strictly monotone transitions,ii) bu has only one local extremum between consecutive crossings, andiii) the tails of bu have a countable in�nity of transverse crossings of �1; andbetween consecutive crossings bu has one local extremum. In each tail, thereare two sequences (bu(tmaxn )) and (bu(tminn )) consisting of all local maxima andminima. These sequences are strictly monotone, and bu(tmaxn ) & �1 andbu(tminn )% �1 as n!1:Moreover, either J (g) < J (h) for all h � g and bu 2 M(g); or there are �nitelymany hi � g; i = 1; : : : ; n; such that J (h1) = : : : = J (hn) � J (g); and thereexist local minimizers bui in each M(hi); i = 1; : : : ; n:Remark: This theorem establishes the existence of locally minimizing heteroclinicand homoclinic solutions emanating from �1: Obviously the same result holds forsolutions starting at +1:For certain vectors g 2 G the theorem immediately implies that there is a localminimizer in the class M(g):Corollary 2.3 There are local minimizers of J in any class M(g) for which gi =2 for all i � jgj: In particular there exist minimizers in the classes M(0) andM((2)) which correspond to a single transition heteroclinic orbit and a single pulsehomoclinic orbit with no oscillations between two transitions.Remark: The minimizers in the class M(0) are global minimizers in �1 +H2(R):Global minimizers in these a�ne spaces can be found without assuming �1 aresaddle-foci. In the saddle-focus case these global minimizers must a priori be inM(0); i.e. have oscillations in the tails, but this is not necessary for other types ofequilibria. 9



3 ClippingIn this section we introduce tools for \normalizing" functions with respect to thefunctional J: This procedure is in a way reminiscent of to rearrangements in second-order PDE's [29].Let u 2 C1[a; b]: Suppose there is a subinterval I = [�; �] of [a; b] such thatu(�) = u(�) and u0(�) = u0(�): Then we can clip out the interval I from [a; b]by collapsing it to a point (cf. Figure 3:1) to obtain a function u� 2 C1[a; b� jIj]which is formally de�ned byu�j[a;�] � uj[a;�] and u�j[�;b�jIj] � uj[�;b]:Here jIj denotes the length of the interval I: More generally, a function u� willbe called a clip of u if it is obtained by clipping out a �nite number of intervalsfrom u: Note that the values of the functions u and u� along with their derivativescoincide at the corresponding endpoints of their domains. Clipping is a well-de�nedoperation on H2(R) functions. Since the integrand of J is nonnegative, it also hasthe fundamental property that J [u�] � J [u] for any clip u� of u: The next threelemmas will be tools for clipping functions, and these ideas are best understoodby examining intersections of the corresponding curves in the con�guration plane(u; u0); cf. Figure 1:1:Lemma 3.1 Suppose a1 < b1 < a2 < b2; and a function u is C1 and increasing(decreasing) on Ij = [aj; bj]; j = 1 or 2; and satis�es u(I1) \ u(I2) 6= ; as well asone of the following two properties:i) u(a1) = u(a2); u(b1) = u(b2);and (u0(a1)� u0(a2)) � (u0(b1)� u0(b2)) � 0; orii) u0(a1) = u0(a2) = u0(b1) = u0(b2) = 0and (u(a1)� u(a2)) � (u(b1)� u(b2)) � 0:Then there exist cj 2 Ij such that u(c1) = u(c2) and u0(c1) = u0(c2): Hence theinterval (c1; c2) can be clipped out of u to produce a monotone function. If u isstrictly monotone over these intervals, then the clip of u is also strictly monotone.Proof: First consider the case in which the hypothesis (i) is satis�ed. Assumeu(a1) < u(b1); and let I = [u(a1); u(b1)]; as the other case is similar. Since u is C1and monotone on the intervals I1 and I2; the function'(s) = u0(uj�1I1 (s))� u0(uj�1I2 (s))is well-de�ned and continuous for s 2 I: By hypothesis'(u(a1)) � '(u(b1)) = (u0(a1)� u0(a2)) � (u0(b1)� u0(b2)) � 0:10



Therefore '(u(a1)) and '(u(b1)) have opposite signs, and '(s0) = 0 for somes0 2 I: Let cj 2 uj�1Ij (s0); j = 1 or 2: Then u(c1) = u(c2) and u0(c1) = u0(c2)by construction. The clip of u inherits the monotonicity properties of u on theintervals [a1; c1] and [c2; b2]:Now suppose u satis�es hypothesis (ii) and u is increasing on I1 and I2: Thenthere are two cases, and we consider u(a1) � u(a2) and u(b1) � u(b2); as the othercase is similar. Since u(I1) \ u(I2) 6= ;; there are points ba1 2 I1 and bb2 2 I2such that u(ba1) = u(a2) and u(bb2) = u(b1): Then u satis�es hypothesis (i) on theintervals [ba1; b1] and [a2;bb2]: 2Typically, we will apply this lemma to functions de�ned on all of R: In thiscase, the clipping operation is localized and removes a �nite interval so that theresulting function is again de�ned on all of R; see Figure 3:1:+1�1I1 I2 J1 [ bJ2
J1 J2

Figure 3.1: A typical example of the clipping operation. As in Lemma 3.1, the intervalsJ1 = [a1; c1] and J2 = [c2; b2] are concatenated to [a1; b2 � c2 + c1] = [a1; c1] [ [c1; b2 �c2 + c1] = J1 [ bJ2:The next two lemmas apply to Morse functions, i.e. C2 functions whose criticalpoints are all nondegenerate. Morse functions have �nitely many critical points ona compact interval, all of which are local maxima or minima. We will denote theclosed convex hull of a set A by conv (A):Lemma 3.2 Let u 2 C2[a; b] be a Morse function with u(a) 6= u(b): Supposeu([a; b]) � conv (fu(a); u(b)g): Then u can be clipped to a strictly monotone func-tion.Proof: If u has no critical points, then u is monotone, and there is nothing toprove. Otherwise we will show that u can be clipped to remove at least two criticalpoints.Let b1 > a be the �rst critical point of u: Consider the case u(a) < u(b) as theother case is similar. Since u(t) � u(a) and u is Morse, u is strictly increasing on[a; b1]; and b1 is a local maximum. Let b2 = supft : u(t) = u(b1) and u is increasingat tg and a2 = supft < b2 : u0(t) = 0g; the adjacent local minimum to the left ofb2: Finally, since u is increasing on (a; b1); let a1 be the unique point in [a; b1) with11



u(a1) = u(a2): Note that u is strictly increasing on [a2; b2] and on [a1; b1]: ApplyingLemma 3:1 (hypothesis (i)) to u with subintervals Ij = [aj; bj]; j = 1; 2; we obtainpoints cj 2 Ij for j = 1; 2 at which u can be clipped to a function u�: Since b1 anda2 are in the interval which is clipped out, u� has at least two critical points lessthan u: An even number or critical points are removed.Since there are only �nitely many critical points, this process can be repeatedto obtain a strictly monotone function. 2Lemma 3.3 Let u 2 C2[a; b] be Morse with u(a) = u(b); u0(a) � u0(b) < 0; andu([a; b]) � [u(a);1) or (�1; u(b)]: Then there exists a clip of u which has exactlyone critical point in (a; b):Proof: Assume u0(b) < 0 < u0(a); the other case is similar. Let M = maxu(t) andS = ft : u(t) =Mg: Let c1 = minS and c2 = maxS: Then u(c1) = u(c2) =M andu0(c1) = u0(c2) = 0: Apply Lemma 3:2 to the intervals [a; c1] and [c2; b] to obtaintwo clips, u�1 which is increasing from u(a) to M and u�2 which is decreasing fromM to u(b): These two clips can be glued together at c1 and c2 to get a clip of uwith one critical point. 2De�nition 3.4 A function u 2 M(g) is normalized if u is monotone on eachtransition, and there are points �1 � a < b � 1 such thati) all crossings of �1 are transverse in (a; b);ii) u contains exactly one local extremum between each pair of consecutive crossingsof either +1 or �1 in (a; b);iii) a and b are accumulation points of crossings of �1; andiv) u contains no intervals of critical points except (�1; a] and [b;1) on which uis identically �1:Several comments about this de�nition are in order. First, the basic property ofnormalized functions, which will be used extensively throughout the sequel, is thatall local extrema are isolated except possibly on in�nite intervals at the ends of thetails where the function is identically �1: Moreover, each maximal monotonicityinterval either contains exactly one crossing of �1 or exactly one crossing of both�1 and +1 if it is a transition. These monotonicity intervals will be used to identifyplaces where a function can be clipped using Lemma 3:1 with hypothesis (ii). Notethat the crossings are transverse in the core interval by the de�nition of the classesM(g); but for normalized functions all crossings are transverse except possiblyat the ends of the tails. So the core interval is contained in (a; b): Finally, thenormalized functions are prevalent in the classes M(g) as the following key lemmaindicates.Lemma 3.5 Let u 2 M(g): For every � > 0 there exists a normalized u� 2 M(g)such that J [u�] � J [u] + �: 12



Proof: The �rst step in the proof is to perturb u so that it possesses in�nitelymany transverse crossings. Choose � > 0 and a �xed cuto� function ! 2 C1(R)with supp! = [�1; 1] and !(0) = 1: Since u 2 � + H2(R); there is a bi-in�nitesequence : : : t�1 < t0 < t1 : : : ; which can be chosen such that jti+1 � tij > 4 andj(u(ti); u0(ti))� (�(ti); �0(ti))j < � � 2�jij�1:Clearly the sequence (ti) can also be chosen so that each ti is at least distance fourfrom the core interval and �(ti) = �1 for all i 2 Z by the de�nition of �: Thefunction v(t) = u(t) + 1Xi=�1(� � 2�jij(t� ti)� u(ti) + �(ti))!(t� ti)has transverse crossings with positive derivative at the points ti ! �1 as i! �1;and kv � ukH2 � C�k!kH2: Thus for � su�ciently small J [v] � J [u] + �=2: Let(zi)i2Z denote the sequence of all the crossings ti created above along with allthe crossings in the core interval of v: On the interior of each interval [zi; zi+1]the function v can be perturbed to a Morse function in the usual way withoutaltering the crossings zi: This perturbation can be made arbitrarily small so thatthe resulting function w satis�es kw�ukH2 � C�: For su�ciently small �; we haveJ [w] � J [u] + �: Futhermore, the nontransverse crossings must be local extrema ofw: Now let (zi)i2Z be the sequence of all transverse crossings of w: On each interval[zi; zi+1] either w(zi) = w(zi+1) = �1 or w(zi) = �w(zi+1) = �1 in which case wmakes a transition on this interval. By the choice of (zi) the hypotheses of Lemmas3:3 and 3:2 hold, and we can apply them to the two cases repectively to \normalize"w on [zi; zi+1]: More precisely, for each i 2 Z we obtain an interval Ii and w� : Ii !R which is a clip of wj[zi;zi+1]: Note that the values of w� and its derivative match atthe right endpoint of Ii and the left endpoint of Ii+1: Therefore, by concatenatingthe intervals Ii to I; we construct a C1 and piecewise C2 function w� : I ! R withjIj = P jIij: Since clipping reduces the action, J [w�] � J [w] � J [u] + �: Now w�has all the properties of a normalized function in De�nition 3:4 except that I neednot be all of R (note that possibly in�nitely many intervals were clipped from w):However limt!inf I(w�(t); (w�)0(t)) = limt!sup I(w�(t); (w�)0(t)) = (�1; 0):Indeed any sequence tn ! inf I or sup I can be associated with a sequence �n !�1 such that (w�(tn); (w�)0(tn)) = (w(�n); w0(�n)) which tends to (�1; 0) sincew 2 � +H2(R): In this wayu�(t) = �w�(t) for t 2 I;�1 for t 62 I;13



is a normalized function in �+H2(R) as in De�nition 3:4 with J [u�] � J [u] + �: 2The previous lemma allows us to consider minimizing sequences which are nor-malized functions. The clipping lemmas also imply that adding more crossings inthe core interval can only increase the action J:Lemma 3.6 Suppose g;h 2 2Nm with gi � hi for all i � m: Then J (g) � J (h):Proof: We will consider the case where gi = hi for all i � 2 and g1 = h1 � 2: Thecase i 6= 1 is similar, and the general case follows by induction. For any u 2M(h)which is normalized we construct v 2M(g) with strictly lower action.Let �1 = maxA0 and �2 = minA2; and consider u restricted to [�1; �2]: Let s1be the largest local minimum of u in [�1; �2]: Let s2 be the smaller of the localmaxima of u adjacent to s1; and assume s2 < s1; the other case is similar. De�nea = supft < s1 : u(t) = u(s1)g and b = infft > s1 : u(t) = u(s2)g: By constructionu(a) = u(s1) < 1 < u(s2) = u(b): Also u0(a) � 0; u0(b) � 0; and u0(s1) = u0(s2) =0: Since u is normalized, the hypothesis (i) of Lemma 3:1 holds on the intervalsI1 = [a; s2] and I2 = [s1; b]: Therefore we can clip u over I1 and I2 to a monotonefunction v: Exactly two crossings are removed because u has one crossing in eachinterval I1 = [a; s2]; [s2; s1]; and I2 = [s1; b]:Let � > 0 and u 2M(h) be such that J [u] � J (h) + �=2: By Lemma 3:5 thereis a normalized u� 2M(h) su�ciently close to u such that jJ [u]�J [u�]j < �=2: Bythe above argument we can �nd v� 2 M(g) such that J [v�] < J [u�] < J (h) + �:Therefore J (g) � J (h): 24 Saddle-Focus EquilibriaIn this section we analyze the minimizers of J on a �nite interval [0; T ] whichsatisfy the following boundary value problem,� v0000 � �v00 +G0(v) = 0;(v(0); v0(0)) = x and (v(T ); v0(T )) = y; (4.1)where x; y 2 R2 : For notational convenience we consider a potential G 2 C2(R)for which G(0) = 0 is a nondegenerate global minimum. Since the wells at �1 inthe original potential F can be translated to the origin, the analysis of this sectionwill apply to both cases, i.e. G(v) = F (v � 1): Hence we want to minimizeJ = TZ0 �2 jv00j2 + �2 jv0j2 +G(v)� dtover the space XT = fv 2 H2[0; T ] : (v(0); v0(0)) = x; (v(T ); v0(T )) = yg; and wewill be interested in the properties of the minimizer with small boundary data,14



kxk; kyk � 1: In particular we will show that if the boundary data are su�cientlysmall, then the minimizer in XT is unique and small along with all its derivativesup to third-order, and the minimizer oscillates around the origin.Theorem 4.1 There exists �0(G) > 0 such that if kxk; kyk � � � �0 and T � 1;then there exists a unique global minimizer bv of J in XT satisfying the boundaryvalue problem (4:1): Furthermore, kbvkW 3;1 � C� and J [bv] � C�2 where C isindependent of T � 1:Proof: We will separate the proof into several steps.Since G has a nondegenerate global minimum at the origin, there are constants�1 > 0 and � > 0 such that G(v) � �2v2 for jvj � �1:Step 1: There exists C1(G; �1) > 0 such that, if kxk; kyk � � � �1; then infXT J �C�2:Choose any functions '0; '1 2 C1[0; 1] such that supp ('j) 2 [0; 1=2] with'0(0) = 1; '00(0) = 0; '1(0) = 0; and '01(0) = 1; and de�ne  j(t) = (�1)j'j(1�t):Consider the function � 2 XT de�ned by � = x0'0+x1'1+y0 0+y1 1: Note thatthere is a constant � > 0 such that G(v) � �v2; and hence infXT J � J [�] � C1 �2:Step 2: There exists C2(�) > 0 such that for every v 2 XT with kxk; kyk � � � �1=2we have J [v] � C2minfkvk21; �21g:First suppose kvk1 � �1: If jv(t)j � kvk1=2 for all t 2 [0; T ]; thenJ [v] � TZ0 G(v) dt � TZ0 �2v2 dt � 14�2kvk21 � Ckvk21:Otherwise there are points t0 and t1 2 [0; T ] such that jv(t0)j = kvk1=2 andjv(t1)j = kvk1: ThenJ [v] � C(�) t1Zt0 jv0jpG(v) dt � C ������ t1Zt0 �vv0 dt������= Cjv(t1)2 � v(t0)2j (4.2)= C(kvk21 � 14kvk21) � Ckvk21:Now, if kvk1 > �1; then there are points t0 and t1 such that jv(t0)j = �1=2 andjv(t1)j = �1 because the boundary conditions are smaller than �1=2: Hence J [v] �C�21 by (4:2):Step 3: There exists a �0 < �1=2 and C(�0) > 0 such that, if kxk; kyk � � < �0 andv 2 XT with J [v] � 2 infXT J; then kvk1; kvkH2 � C�:15



If kvk1 � �1; then J [v] � C2�21 by Step 2. From Step 1, J [v] � 2C1�20:Thus �0 can be chosen small enough so that kvk1 < �1: Again by Steps 1 and 2,C2kvk21 � J [v] � C1�2 which implies kvk1 � C�: Since G(v) � �2v2; we have thatC(; �; �)kvk2H2 � J [v] � C1�2:Step 4: For �0 su�ciently small J has a unique minimizer bv 2 XT such thatkbvkW 3;1 � C� where C is independent of T � 1:Using the a priori estimates in Step 3 and the weakly lower semicontinuity ofJ on XT ; a minimizer bv 2 XT of J can be found by the standard theory, and bv isa solution to (4:1):From the di�erential equation kbv0000kL2 � C(kbvkL2 + kbv00kL2) � C�: A straight-forward interpolation inequality yieldskv(k)kL2[0;T ] � C �kv(k�1)kL2[0;T ] + kv(k+1)kL2[0;T ]	with a constant C independent of T � 1: Combining these estimates we obtainkbvkH4 � C� which gives the bound in W 3;1; cf. [22]. From the assumptions onG near the origin, �0 can further be chosen small enough so that the standardestimates on the di�erence of two solutions yields the uniqueness of the minimizer.This completes the proof of Theorem 4:1: 2In the construction of convergent minimizing sequences of J we will need toknow that the minimizer bv of J found in the previous theorem has many oscillations.Theorem 4.2 Suppose  > �2=4G00(0) so that the origin is a saddle-focus equilib-rium in the four-dimensional ow. Then there exist �0(G) > 0 and �0(G) > 0 suchthat if kxk; kyk � �0; the unique global minimizer bv of J in XT satisfying (4:1)changes sign in any subinterval of length �0 in [0; T ] for T � 1:Proof: First we consider solutions to the linear di�erential equationw0000 � �w00 +G00(0)w = 0; (4.3)Since the origin is a saddle-focus, it has complex eigenvalues ����i: By rescalingtime we can assume without loss of generality that � = 1 and � > 0: Therefore allsolutions to (4:3) have the formw(t) = Ae��t sin(t+ ') +Be�t sin(t +  )for some A;B; '; and  :Step 1: There exists �0 > 0 depending only on � such that for every A;B; '; and there are points �� 2 [0; �0] such that�w(��) � 1�0kwkL1[0;��]: (4.4)16



We prove only the existence of � = �+; as the other case is similar. Thecalculation is separated into two cases. First supposejBje2�� � 12 jAje�2��:Choose � 2 [0; 2�] such that sin(� + ') = sgnA: Then we can estimatew(�) � jAje�2�� � jBje2�� � 12 jAje�2��; andkwkL1[0;� ] � jAj+ jBje2�� � jAj+ 12 jAje�2�� � 2jAj:Otherwise jBje2�� � 12 jAje�2��:Choose � 2 [2� + ��1 ln 4; 4� + ��1 ln 4] such that sin(� +  ) = sgnB: For thischoice of � we have 12 jBje�� � 2jBje2�� � jAje�2�� � jAje��� :Thus we can estimatew(�) � jBje�� � jAje��� � 12 jBje�� � 12 jBje2��; andkwkL1[0;� ] � jAj+ jBje�� � 2jBje4�� + jBje�� � jBj h2e4�� + e4�+��1 ln 4i :If �0 is chosen larger thanmaxf4� + ln 4� ; 4e2�� + 2e4��2��+��1 ln 4g > 1;then for every w there is a �+ 2 [0; �0] such that (4:4) holds.Step 2: There exists �1 > 0 such that if v is the solution to the nonlinear di�erentialequation v0000 � �v00 +G0(v) = 0with initial conditions v0 = (v(0); v0(0); v00(0); v000(0)) and kv0k < �1; then v changessign in [0; �0]:First note that if w is the solution to the linear equation (4:3) with the sameinitial conditions, and �1 is small enough so that kvkL1[0;�0]; kwkL1[0;�0] � 1; thenthere is a constant C = C(�0) such thatkv � wkL1[0;t] � C(�0)k�(v)kL1[0;t] � kvkL1[0;t] for all t 2 [0; �0] (4.5)17



where �(v) = (G0(v)� G00(0)v)=v: This estimate is obtained from the variation ofconstants formula v(t) = w(t) + tZ0 eL(t�s)N(G(v(s))) dswhere v = (v; v0; v00; v000); w = (w;w0; w00; w000); N = (0; 0; 0; G0(v)�G00(0)v); and Lis the 4�4 matrix of the linear vector �eld obtained by writing (4:3) as a �rst-ordersystem. The estimate (4:5) follows from the fact that jG0(v)�G00(0)vj = o(jvj) asjvj ! 0: Now choose � < 1 such that 0 < C�=(1� C�) � 1=2�0 and �1 such thatk�(v)kL1[0;t]; kvkL1[0;�0]; kwkL1[0;�0] � �:We now estimate as follows,kvkL1[0;t] � kwkL1[0;t] + kv � wkL1[0;t] � kwkL1[0;t] + Ck�(v)kL1[0;t] � kvkL1[0;t];and hence (1� C�)kvkL1[0;t] � kwkL1[0;t]:This implies thatkv � wkL1[0;t] � Ck�(v)kL1[0;t] � kvkL1[0;t] � C�1� C�kwkL1[0;t] � 12�0kwkL1[0;t]:Now take t = � = �+ as in Step 1. Thenv(�) � w(�)� kv � wkL1[0;� ] � 1�0kwkL1[0;� ] � 12�0kwkL1[0;� ] > 0:So v(�+) > 0 and similarly v(��) < 0:Finally let T � 1 and bv be the minimizer from Theorem 4:1 on the interval[0; T ]; and choose �0 su�ciently small such that kbvkW 3;1 < �1: Note that in theabove analysis we rescaled time, and hence rede�ne the constant �0 to be �0=�:Then either T < �0 and the theorem is vacuously satis�ed, or T � �0: In the lattercase, Step 2 above implies that bv changes sign on every subinterval of length �0 in[0; T ]: This completes the proof of Theorem 4:2: 25 MinimizationIn this section we minimize J in the classes M(g) de�ned in Section 2 and proveTheorem 2:2 and Corollary 2:3: The main idea in this minimization problem isto use the clipping lemmas and local theory of the previous sections to constructminimizing sequences which have a weak limit in the class M(g): The limitingfunction is then a local minimizer of J in �+H2(R):First we obtain estimates for functions which stay away from a neighborhoodof �1: 18



Lemma 5.1 Let u 2 H2[a; b] and � > 0: Then there exists a constant C(�; �) suchthat J [u] � Cju(b)� u(a)j and J [u] � C(b� a) (5.1)whenever ju� 1j > � on [a; b]: Moreover, J is uniformly continuous on the sublevelset Jc = fu 2 H2[a; b] : J [u] � cg:Proof: We estimateJ [u] � bZa �2 (u0)2 + F (u) dt � C �(u(b)� u(a))2b� a + b� a� (5.2)using the Schwartz inequality and that F (u) � C(�) for ju � 1j > �: The �rstestimate in (5:1) follows from the arithmetic-geometric mean (Young's) inequalityand the second estimate is clear.Let u 2 Jc: Since J [u] � c and F (u) � �C1 + C2u2; we have that kukH2 � Cwhich implies a uniform bound on u in L1 for all u 2 Jc:Therefore, using the local Lipschitz continuity of F; we havejJ [u+ ']� J [u]j � C bZa ju00'00j+ ('00)2 + ju0'0j+ ('0)2 + jF (u+ ')� F (u)j dt� C(k'kH2; c; b� a) � k'kH2for any u 2 Jc and ' 2 H2[a; b] which establishes uniform continuity. 2Corollary 5.2 There is a constant �(�; F ) so that, whenever u 2 � + H2(R)makes a transition on an interval I; we have J [ujI] � �(�; F ): Therefore J [u] ��(�; F ) � (jgj+ 1) for all u 2M(g):Proof: In each transition there must be an interval [a; b] � I such that u([a; b]) =[1=4; 3=4]: The previous lemma implies that J [ujI ] � C(�; �)(3=4�1=4) = �(�; F ):Since u 2M(g) has jgj+ 1 transitions, the result follows. 2Remark: The above estimates require � > 0; but if � = 0; similar but more delicateestimates can be obtained.Now consider the minimization probleminf8<:J [u] : u 2 M(g) = [h�gM(h)9=; = min fJ (h) : h � gg : (5.3)The last equality holds because fh : h � gg is a �nite set, and also note thatthere is a maximal element of the form gmax = (2; 2; : : : ; 2) with jgmaxj =P gi=2:19



Within this set it is convenient to consider only those vectors for which J (h) =infM(g) and which are maximal with respect to �; and we de�neE(g) = �h 2 G : h � g; J (h) = infM(g) J; and J (h) < J (k) for all k � h� :Since no two elements in E(g) can be related by �; either E(g) = fgg or E(g) =fh1; : : : ;hn : hi � gg: In the �rst case J (g) < J (h) for all h � g; and otherwiseJ (h1) = : : : = J (hm) � J (g): Also let Ii = conv (Ai) for i = 1; : : : ; m; I0 =(�1;maxA0); and Im+1 = (minAm+1;1) where the sets Ai are those used in thede�nition of the classes in Section 2, i.e. the intervals Ii for i = 1; : : : ; m are simplythe intervals between transitions.We will minimize J in a �xed class M(h): This minimization can only beaccomplished in those classes which have the following property:Uniform Separation Property: There exists �0 > 0 and 0 < �(h) < 1=4 suchthat for any normalized u 2M(h) with J [u] � J (h)+ �0 we have ju(t)� (�1)ij >�(h) for all t 2 Ii; i = 0; : : : ; jhj+ 1:This property asserts that minimizing sequences in the class M(h) cannot gaincomplexity by forming new transitions, i.e. between two crossings of �1; functionswith small enough action inM(h) are uniformly bounded away from �1: The nextlemma states that any classM(h) with h 2 E(g) satis�es this property. In Section7 we will prove that if F is even, then most classes have this property.Lemma 5.3 Let g 2 G: Then there exists an � > 0 such that for every h 2 E(g)we have J (k) � J (h) + � for all k � h: Moreover, the class M(h) satis�es theuniform separation property.Proof: Since E(g) and fk : k � hg are both �nite sets, there is � > 0 such thatJ (k) � J (h) + � for all k � h and all h 2 E(g):Before proving the uniform separation property, we de�ne a family of functions n(t) 2 H2(R) by  n(t) = � (t2 � 1)2 cos(n�t) for t 2 [�1; 1],0 for t =2 [�1; 1]: (5.4)The support and range of  n are contained in [�1; 1]; and by a suitable scaling,the H2 norm, the domain and range of  n can all be made arbitrarily small. Wewill use various scalings of these functions in this proof and subsequent proofsto perturb functions in � + H2(R): In most cases there will be many di�erentways to accomplish such perturbations, but we will use this family of functions forspeci�city.Now let �0 = �=2: We will show that the uniform separation property holds onthe core interval with this �0 and some small � > 0: Suppose to the contrary that for20



any � < 1=4 there exists a normalized u 2 M(h) with J [u] � J (h)+�0 and a pointt0 2 Ii with 1 � i � m such that ju(t0)�(�1)ij < �: Let v = u+2� 0((t�t0)=�1=2):Then v = u outside the interval of size �1=2 around t0: To specify �; let I = [a; b] bethe largest interval containing t0 for which (�1)iu � 0; and choose t1 2 I such thatju(t1)j = 1=2: The size of the interval I is uniformly bounded from below becauseC (1=4� 0)b� a � C ju2(t1)� u2(a)jt1 � a � J [u] � J (h) + �0;using the estimate (5:2): Now choose � small enough so that the perturbation isrestricted to the interval I: Therefore the function v has exactly two more tran-sitions than u; since jv(t0) � u(t0)j = 2�: Furthermore kv � ukH2 < C�1=4: For� su�ciently small (independently of u) we have J [v] < J [u] + �0=2; because Jis uniformly continuous with respect to perturbations with support on the �niteinterval [t0�1=2; t0+1=2] by Lemma 5:1: Since u is normalized inM(h); the pointt0 can be chosen to be the unique local extremum between two crossings. In thiscase the two new crossings created in v are transverse because of the form of theperturbation. Thus v 2M(k) for some k � h and J [v] < J [u] + �0=2: HenceJ (k) � J [v] � J [u] + �02 � J (h) + 3�02 � J (h) + 3�4which contradicts the choice of �0; since J (k) � J (h) + �: This establishes theuniform separation property in the core interval.Finally we will show that the uniform separation property holds in the tails.We begin with the following claim.Claim: There exists � > 0 such that if k = (2; 2;h) or (h; 2; 2) for any h 2 G; thenJ (k) � J (h) + �:Let u be any normalized function inM(k) where k = (2; 2;h) as the other caseis similar. Then the core interval of u begins with an interval I containing somenumber (at least three) of transitions with no extra oscillations around �1 betweenthem, i.e. I consists of (at least) three maximal monotonicity intervals each con-tributing a transition. Furthermore u does not have transitions on either side of Iwithout �rst oscillating around �1: Let tmax be the location of the maximum valueof u on I; and let s1 < tmax < s2 be the adjacent local minima. Let a1 and a2 be thelocal maxima to the left of s1 and to the right of s2 respectively. By constructionu(a1); u(a2) < u(tmax): If u(s1) = u(s2); then the interval [s1; s2] can be clippedout of u removing two transitions. If u(s1) < u(s2); then the intervals [a1; s1] and[tmax; s2] satisfy the hypothesis (ii) of Lemma 3:1: Note that one of the intervals[a1; s1] and [s1; tmax] need not be a transition, but in any case two transitions canbe clipped from u: If u(s1) > u(s2); then u can be clipped using the intervals[s1; tmax] and [s2; a2]: This clipping yields a u� 2 M(h) such that J [u�] + � � J [u]for some � > 0 independent of u by Corollary 5:2: Therefore J (h) + � � J [u] for21



all u 2M(k) which implies that J(k) � J(h) + �: This completes the proof of theclaim.Now Assume the uniform separation property fails in the left tail of u: Let t0be the largest point such that u(t0) is the global maximum of u on I0: Arguingas in the proof of Lemma 3:6 each of the oscillations around �1 can be removedone-by-one so that there are exactly two crossings of �1 between t0 and maxA0:As above assume that ju(t0) � 1j < � < 1=4: For � su�ciently small dependingonly on maxfJ (k) : k = (2; 2;h) or k = (h; 2; 2) for some h 2 E(g)g; we canperturb u near t0 exactly as above to obtain v 2 M(k) where k = (2; 2;h) withJ [v] � J (h) + 3�=4: This contradicts the claim. Hence the uniform separationproperty holds in M(h) with �0 chosen above and some �(h) < 1=4: 2The above results show that to minimize in the extended class M(g) one canminimize in a �xed class M(h) for some h 2 E(g); and that minimizing sequencesin this class never gain complexity. New transitions cannot form in the limitof a minimizing sequence by Lemma 5:3; and the number of crossings betweentransitions is �xed by the class M(h): The remainder of this section is primarilydevoted to constructing minimizing sequences which do not lose complexity in thelimit and which are bounded in �+H2 to exploit the weakly lower semicontinuityof J: As we will show, this amounts to controlling how much time functions spendnear �1 in their core interval, and hence we now need to examine what happenswhen functions are close to �1:For the remainder of this section the constants h 2 G; �0 > 0; � > 0;and �0 = maxf�0(F (u � 1)); �0(F (u + 1))g > 0 will be �xed so thatthe uniform separation property holds in M(h) with �0; � and so thatthe results of the local theory in Section 4 apply near both wells. Inparticular we choose � < minf�0(F (u+ 1)); �0(F (u� 1)); �(h); 1=4g:Let u be normalized in M(h); and consider the interval C(u) = (c1; c2) wherec1 = infft : ju(t)� 1j < �g and c2 = supft : ju(t) + (�1)mj < �g: We will call C(u)the �-core interval of u: Observe that if u has the properties stated in the uniformseparation condition, then its �-core interval is contained in its core interval. Nowlet S(u) = ft : ju(t) � 1j < �g be the set of all points for which u is in thestrips of width � around �1; and de�ne B[u] = jC(u) \ S(u)j where j � j denotesthe Lebesgue measure. To control minimizing sequences for J in M(h) we �rstanalyze the minimization problem,B� = inf fB[u] : u 2M(h); u is normalized, and J [u] � J (h) + �g ; (5.5)for � < �0: The purpose of this auxilliary minimization is contained in the followinglemma. 22



Lemma 5.4 For any normalized u 2M(h) with J [u] � J [h] + �0;ku� �kH2 � C(h) (1 + J [u] +B[u]) ;and jC(u)j � C(h) � J [u] +B[u]:Before proving this lemma we introduce some notation.Due to the translation invariance of both J and B; we will always trans-late normalized functions in M(h) so that c1 = 0; and the �-core inter-val is C(u) = (0; c2):Note that ku0k2H1 � CJ [u]; and hence we must control ku� �kL2 to prove Lemma5:4: De�ne H�1 = ��1 � �1 and H1 to be the Heavyside function, i.e. H1(t) = �1for t < 0 and H1(t) = 1 for t > 0: Then (H�1 � ��1) 2 L2; and it su�ces toestimate ku � H(�1)mkL2 where m = jhj: Since jhj determines H�1 for the entireclass M(h); we will drop the subscript on H as well as on �:Proof of Lemma 5:4 : Using the uniform separation property, we can estimateku�Hk2L2 � 0Z�1 ju� (�1)j2 dt+ ZC(u) ju� (�1)mj2 dt + 1Zc2 ju� (�1)mj2 dt� 1�2 0Z�1 F (u) dt+ ZC(u) ju� (�1)mj2 dt+ 1�2 1Zc2 F (u) dt:where � satis�es property (H2) in Section 2 with � = �� 1 and � = (�1)m(1� �):Since � is �xed, � can also be chosen small enough so that F (u) � �2(u� 1)2 forju� 1j > � to obtainZC(u) ju� (�1)mj2 dt = ZC(u)\S(u) ju� (�1)mj2 dt+ ZC(u)nS(u) ju� (�1)mj2 dt� (2 + �)2B[u] + 1�2 ZC(u)nS(u) F (u) dt:Therefore combining these two estimates yieldsku�Hk2L2 � 1�2 ZR F [u] dt+ (2 + �)2B[u] � C(J [u] +B[u]);and the estimate of ku � �kH2 follows. The bound on the length of the �-coreinterval follows immediately from the second inequality in Lemma 5:1: 223



Theorem 5.5 There exists a constant K = K(h; �0) such that for every � < �0there is a normalized u 2M(h) with J [u] � J (h) + � and B[u] � K + 1:Proof: Let m = jhj: Choose a minimizing sequence un 2 M(h) for B� in theminimization problem (5:5) with a �xed � < �0: Then kun � �kH2 is bounded byLemma 5:4: Hence there exists bu 2 � +H2(R) such that un approaches bu weaklyin �+H2(R); denoted un * bu; which implies in particular that un ! bu uniformlyin C1(C(bu)). Since the set S(u) is de�ned to be the points where u is in the openstrips around �1: It follows from Fatou's lemma thatjC(bu) \ S(bu)j � lim infn!1 jC(un) \ S(un)j;and hence B[bu] � lim infn!1B[un]; i.e. B[u] is weakly lower semicontinuous. Sobu is a minimizer of (5:5); and B� = B[bu]:Let K(h; �0) = 2��0� max1�i�m hi + 2�+ 2� mXi=1 hi:Note that the number of intervals of maximal monotonicity in the �-core intervalof any normalized function inM(h) is exactlyPi hi�m+1: Since the sequence unis normalized and converges strongly in C1loc; the number of maximal monotonicityintervals in the �-core of bu is bounded byPi hi: Likewise, bu has �nitely many localextrema except for possibly intervals of local extrema. However, all intervals ofcritical points can be clipped to a point, which reduces both J and B: Thereforewe can assume that bu has �nitely many local extrema in its �-core interval. Thenumber of transitions is preserved in the limit at m+ 1:We will show that B� = B[bu] � K: This already implies from (5:5) the existenceof u 2 M(h) such that J [u] � J (h)+ � and B[u] � K+1 and completes the proof.We will argue by contradiction. Suppose B[bu] > K: We will alter bu with a seriesof modi�cations to produce a function bv 2M(h) with J [bv] � J [bu] � J (h)+ � andB[bv] < B[bu]: This will contradict the fact that bu is a minimizer of (5:5): After eachmodi�cation we will again denote the modi�ed function by bv to simplify notation.Step 1: Modify bu on an interval where J is not optimal, see Figure 5:1:First, note that the number of components of C(bu) \ S(bu) is at most twicethe number of maximal monotonicity intervals in C(bu) which is therefore at most2Pi hi: Hence there must be a component I with jIj larger than K=2Pi hi =�0(maxhi + 2) + 2: This implies that I contains a subinterval [a1; a2] with smallboundary data jbu(ai) � 1j < �; jbu0(ai)j < �; and yet large length ja2 � a1j >�0(maxhi + 2): Note that bu has at most maxhi crossings of �1 in [a1; a2]; and byTheorem 4:2 the global minimizer of J over the �nite interval [a1; a2] with thesesmall boundary conditions has at least maxhi + 2 crossings. Hence bu does notminimize J on the interval [a1; a2]: Therefore we can replace bu by the minimizer on[a1; a2] to construct a new function bv 2 � +H2(R) with J [bv] < J [bu] � J (h) + �:Also B[bv] � B[bu] since [a1; a2] � C(bu) \ S(bu):24



Step 2: Modify bv so that B[bv] < B[bu]:Since I is a component of C(bu)\S(bu); we know that jbv�1j = � at the endpointsof I: Also bv is strictly monotone at the endpoints of I; since intervals of criticalpoints have been clipped out. One can easily perturb bv near the endpoint of Iso that B[bv] < B[bu]: Speci�cally, suppose b = inf I and bv is increasing at b; butpossibly bv0(b) = 0: Choose b1 < b < b2 such that bv0(bi) > 0 and bv is increasing on[b1; b2]: De�ne b �(t) = 8<: 0( t�b1� ) for t � b1;1 for b1 � t � b2; 0( t�b2� ) for t � b2;where  0 is de�ned by formula (5:4): The support of b � is [�� + b1; b2 + �]; andnote that b1; b2 can be chosen arbitrarily close to b: Let bw = bv� �3 b �(t): For � > 0su�ciently small, this perturbation shrinks the component I of C(bv)\ S(bv) to theright of b so that B[ bw] < B[bv] � B[bu]: Also J [ bw] < J (h) + � since J is uniformlycontinuous over the support of b � by Lemma 5:1; and bw has exactly the samenumber of local extrema as bv by the choice of bi: Set bv = bw; and � = B[bu]�B[bv] > 0:Step 3: Eliminate tangencies in bv at �1:The function bv is possibly not in any classM(h) as de�ned in Section 2 becausecrossings of �1 could have coalesced into tangencies at �1 in the limit un * bu: Nocrossings are added due to the postulated uniform separation property. However,as will be described below, near each place where such a tangency occurs bv can beperturbed to add as many tiny oscillations as are necessary to put bv back into aclass M(k) with ki � hi for i � m:Suppose bv has N tangencies at �1 in its core interval. Each point of tangency,t0; can be widened to an interval of length �=2N on which bv is identically �1: ThenB[bv] = B[bu] � �=2; but J is unchanged. For 0 < � < �=4N su�ciently small andn = (maxhi+2)=2; the scaled function �3 n((t� t0)=�); de�ned by formula (5:4);can be added to bv on this interval to create at least maxhi + 2 crossings of �1 ina neighborhood of t0: This procedure can be done at each point of tangency. For� small enough, we still have J [bv] < J (h) + � and B[bv] = B[bu]� �=2:Step 4: Adjust crossings in the tails.Still the function bv is possibly not in any class as de�ned in Section 2 becauseall of the crossings in the tails may have been lost at �1 in the limit un ! bu:The de�nition of the classes M(h) require at least one crossing in each of the tails.However, since bv 2 �+H2(R); k(bv(t); bv0(t))�(�1; 0)k ! 0 as jtj ! 1:We perturbbv by adding functions of the form ��3 0((t� t0)=�) to each tail. For � su�cientlysmall, there is a point t0 su�ciently large such that two transverse crossings areadded to each tail in bv; and J [bv] < J (h) + � and B[bv] = B[bu]� �=2:
25



Step 5: Clip bv so that bv is normalized in M(h); see Figure 5:1:Finally we can perturb bv to make it a Morse function on its �-core interval.Outside of I; the function bv has �nitely many local extrema, and hence, for asmall enough perturbation, B increases only slightly. Since I is a component ofC(bu) \ S(bu); no perturbation in I can increase B beyond B[bu]: Thus, for a smallenough perturbation, B[bv] < B[bu]; and also J [bv] < J (h) + �: Now bv can benormalized by clipping which possibly reduces but does not increase either B or J:Thus bv is a normalized function inM(k) with ki � hi for i = 1 � m: As in Lemma3:6; crossings can be removed by clipping to put bv into M(h): Again note thatclipping can only reduce both B and J: Therefore we have constructed a normalizedbv 2M(h) with J [bv] < J (h) + � and B[bv] < B[bu] which is a contradiction.This completes the proof of the theorem. 2
T0

+10�1Figure 5.1: The dashed curve represents the minimizer of J on the interval [0; T ] fromTheorem 4.1 which oscillates by Theorem 4.2. After pasting in the dashed curve, thefunction is clipped to restore the correct number of crossings. See Steps 1 and 5 in theproof of Theorem 5.6. A similar technique is used to prove Theorem 2.2.Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 2:2 as stated in Section 2.Proof of Theorem 2:2: Given g 2 G; consider any h 2 E(g): By Lemma 5:3; theclassM(h) has the uniform separation property. Hence �0 and K be chosen so thatTheorem 5:5 holds, and minimizing sequences for J in the minimization problem(5:3) can be chosen in the �xed class M(h): Therefore we �nish the proof with thefollowing general statement.Claim 5:6 : If the uniform separation property holds in M(h); then there existsbu 2 M(h) which is a local minimizer of J and satis�es all of the properties listedin Theorem 2:2:Theorem 5:5 implies that a minimizing sequence of normalized functions un 2M(h) exists with the property that B[un] is uniformly bounded. Hence kun��kH2is uniformly bounded by Lemma 5:4; and there exists bu 2 � + H2(R) such thatun * bu: Since J is sequentially weakly lower semicontinuous, bu is a minimizer ofJ over M(h): All that remains to show is that bu is in the class M(h) and satis�esthe desired properties. 26



Since B[un] is uniformly bounded, the �-core interval is uniformly bounded byLemma 5:4; and hence bu has jhj+ 1 transitions. Recall that we have factored outtranslations by pinning down the left endpoint of the �-core interval at the origin.First we would like to conclude that bu 2 M(h) which would require that bu havethe correct numberPi hi+2 of transverse crossings in its core interval. Note thatbu cannot gain crossings due to the uniform separation property. Since un 2M(h)are normalized and converge in C1loc to bu; the only way crossings can be lost isif some number of them coalesce into a tangency at �1 or the crossings at theendpoints of the core interval approach �1: If neither of these situations occurs,then the intervals of maximal monotonicity in the core interval are preserved in bu;and hence bu 2M(h):First suppose that one of the endpoints of the core interval approaches�1 as n ! 1: Then bu has no crossings in one or both of its tails, butlimt!�1(bu(t); bu0(t)) = (�1; 0) since bu 2 � +H2(R): Therefore there is an intervalI in the tail with length jIj > �0 and k(bu; bu0)� (�1; 0)k < � at the endpoints of I:As in Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 5:5; we can replace bu by the local minimizerof J on I with the appropriate boundary conditions (Theorem 4:1): By Theorem4:2 this yields a function bw with at least one crossing in both tails and J [ bw] < J [bu]:Now suppose bw has a certain number of tangencies at �1: Each point of tan-gency p can be stretched to an arbitrarily long interval Kp by gluing in a longsegment on which the function is identically �1: The resulting function has thesame action as bw and will still be denoted by bw: On a slightly larger interval Lp con-taining Kp the function bw has boundary data close but not equal to (�1; 0): Againas in Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 5:5; we can replace bw on Lp with the mini-mizer of the boundary value problem to obtain bv with reduced action J [bv] < J [bu];see Figure 5:1: By Theorem 4:2; we can assume each interval Lp contains at leastmaxhi crossings by choosing jKpj � �0maxhi: A small perturbation will makebv a Morse function with transverse crossings in the core interval. So bv 2 M(k)for some k 2 G such that jkj = jhj = m and ki � hi for all i � m: HoweverJ (k) � J [bv] < J [bu] = J (h) which contradicts Lemma 3:6: Hence bu cannot haveany tangencies at �1 and bu must contain at least one transverse crossing in eachtail.Now that the existence of a bu 2 M(h) which minimizes over the class M(g)has been established, we can characterize the behavior of bu in the tails. First, allcrossings of �1 must be transverse by the above argument. Therefore the numberof crossings is at most countable. As t ! �1; bu must have in�nitely manycrossings| otherwise there would be an arbitrarily long interval on which bu couldbe replaced by the local solution from Theorems 4:1 and 4:2 which reduces J andcontradicts the fact that bu is a minimizer. Since bu is the weak H2 limit (strongC1loc limit) of normalized functions un 2 M(h); between each pair of consecutivecrossings there is exactly one local extremum, and the transitions are monotone.Recall that intervals of critical points are removed.Finally, without loss of generality assume bu! +1 as t!1 and consider the27



right tail, the other cases are similar. Let t1 be the �rst maximum to the rightof the core interval, and suppose the absolute maximum in the right tail is att2 > t1: Let s1 and s2 be the local minima preceding t1 and t2 repectively. Thens1 < t1 < s2 < t2 and Lemma 3:1 can be applied to the intervals [s1; t1] and[s2; t2] to clip bu which is a contradiction. A similar argument shows that the �rstminimum to the right of the core interval is the absolute minimum in the right tail.Repeating an analogous argument shows that the maxima are strictly decreasingand the minima are strictly increasing as t!1:This completes the proof of the claim and Theorem 2:2: 2Proof of Corollary 2:3: The corollary follows immediately from the de�nition ofthe partial order � since there is no h 2 G such that h � g when gi = 2 for alli � 1: 26 Well-Separated TransitionsNow we would like to investigate in more detail the relationship between the in�maover the various classes M(g); and prove Theorem 1:2: In particular, we are inter-ested in �nding conditions either on the class or on the nonlinearity F which implythat a local minimizer over M(g) exists in the class M(g) without increasing thecomplexity to some M(h) with h � g: As will be proven in the next section, thiscan be done for almost all g 2 G if F is even, because the symmetry provides anextra tool for clipping. Also this automatically holds for all g with gi = 2 for alli = 1; : : : ; jgj; since there is no h 2 G with h � g (Corollary 2:3):In this section we provide additional arguments which yield results similar tothose in more conventional multibump constructions, cf. [20]. Intuitively the basicidea is that the interaction between transitions should be weak if they are allseparated by large distances. Thus, if the numbers of oscillations between all thetransitions are large enough, i.e. gi � 1 for all i � 1; one would expect that alocal minimum should be attained in the class M(g): We begin with the followinglemma.Lemma 6.1 Suppose that gi > 2 for all i = 1; :::; m. There exists a universalconstant C0 such that if u 2M(g) with J [u] � J (g) + 1, then J [ujIi] � C0:Proof: Fix i 2 f1; :::; mg; and for speci�city assume that it is odd. Let a be thelast local maximum before Ii = conv (Ai) and b be the �rst local maximum afterIi. Since gi�1 > 2, we have �1 < u(a); u(b) < 1:Let �u(t) be de�ned by�u(t) = 8<: (u(a) + 1) 0(t+ 3) + 2 0(t+ 1)� 1 for t 2 [�3;�1]1 for t 2 [�1; 1](u(b) + 1) 0(t� 3) + 2 0(t� 1)� 1 for t 2 [1; 3]; (6.1)28



where  0 is de�ned in (5:4): Clearly J [�u] < 8J [ 0]: Note that �u(�3) =u(a); �u(3) = u(b); and �0u(�3) = 0: Also �u has a \W" shape which can easily beadjusted via arbitrarily small C1 perturbation to obtain b�u with two transversalcrossings of �1 followed by gi transversal crossings of 1 and another two transversalcrossings of �1: This perturbation can be accomplished exactly as in Step 3 in theproof of Theorem 5:5:Now, replace u over the interval [a; b] by b�u (after adjusting the domain) toobtain a function v 2 M(g): Using J (g) � J [v] and J [u] � J (g) + 1; we canestimate �1 � J [v]� J [u] = J [b�u]� J [uj[a;b]]:Hence J [ujIi] � J [uj[a;b]] � J [b�u] + 1 � 8J [ 0] + 1 = C0;which completes the proof. 2Lemma 6.2 There exists N > 0 such that whenever g 2 G with gi > N for alli � jgj; the uniform separation property holds in M(g):Proof: Let � be the lower bound on the action of any transition from Corollary5:2; and �x � � minf�0(F (u+ 1)); �0(F (u� 1));p�=3C; 1=4g where �0 and C areas in Theorem 4:1:Claim: There exists N � 4 such that for any g 2 G satisfying the above conditionsthe following property holds: given any normalized u 2M(g) with J [u] � J (g)+1and any interval Ii; i � m; which necessarily contains N consecutive crossings of(�1)i+1; then ju(t0)� (�1)i+1j < � for some local extremum t0 2 Ii:From Lemma 6:1; we have J [ujIi] � C0: The set A of local extrema of u in Iihas cardinality at least N � 1: From Lemma 5:1 we obtainJ [ujIi] � #(A \ ft 2 Ii : ju(t)� 1j > �g)C�:Combining these two estimates, A \ ft 2 Ii : ju(t)� 1j � �g is nonempty for Nsu�ciently large. Choosing t0 in this set proves the claim.Assume the uniform separation property fails in M(g) for �0 = �=2 and all� > 0: Then there exists a normalized u 2 M(g) with J [u] � J (g) + �=2 ands0 2 Ii such that ju(s0) � (�1)ij � � for some i � m: For speci�city, we canassume i = 1; and without loss of generality we can take s0 to be the smallest localminimum on the interval between the zeroes of the �rst two transitions. Sinceg1 > N; the interval I1 contains a point t0 satisfying the properties of the claim.First we will clip out the large oscillation near s0; which lowers J by at least �;and then we will insert crossings at t0; which increases J by at most C�2: Thus,for any su�ciently small � > 0; we will construct u� 2M(g) such thatJ (g) � J [u�] � J (g)� 112�29



which will yield a contradiction.The insertion of crossings at t0 is straightforward. First cut the function uat t0: Then insert the minimizer of J on [t0; t0 + T ] with boundary conditions(u(t0); u0(t0)) at both ends. For T su�ciently large any number of crossings areadded to u by Theorem 4:2 with an increase in the action of less than C�2 byTheorem 4:1:Clipping out the large oscillation near s0 requires a more technical argumentwhich is similar to the proof of Lemma 3:6: Let s1 and s2 be the neighboring localmaxima adjacent to s0: First assume that neither s1 or s2 is the endpoint of atransition, i.e. if a and b are the left/right endpoints of the maximal interval ofmonotonicity ending/beginning at s1 and s2 respectively, then u(a); u(b) � u(s0) >�1: In this case the oscillation can be removed by clipping over the intervals [a; s1]and [s0; s2] or [s1; s0] and [s2; b] if u(s1) > u(s2) or u(s1) < u(s2) respectively.There is the trivial clipping if u(s1) = u(s2):A case where the above argument does not work is when u(s2) > u(s1) and[s2; b] is a transition, i.e. u(b) < �1: The other case involving a transition is similar.Immediately to the right of b is either an interval with at least N crossings or thetail of u which has in�nitely many transverse crossings because u is normalized.Let c and d be the locations of the �rst local maximum to the right of b andthe adjacent local minimum to its right. Since there cannot be another transitionimmediately to the right of b, we know that u(c) < 1 and u(d) < �1: To clip weneed u(s0) < u(c): If u(s0) > u(c); then since ju(s0) + 1j < �; we can perturb u ina neighborhood of s0 so that �1 < u(s0) < u(c): For � small enough, this can beaccomplished with at most �=12 increase in the action.Now the large oscillation can be removed by clipping over the intervals [s1; s0]and [c; d] which yieldsJ (g) � J [u�] � J [u]� �+ C�2 + 112� � J (g)� 112�:This estimate provides the desired contradiction. 2Lemma 6:2 states that the uniform separation property holds in M(g); andhence Claim 5:6 in the proof of Theorem 2:2 immediately yields the followingtheorem.Theorem 6.3 Let g 2 G: If gi is su�ciently large for all i � jgj; then there existsa local minimizer bu 2M(g):7 Symmetric CaseIn Section 5 we found a local minimizer bu of J in every class M(g) which is aunion of classes M(h) with h � g. A priori there is no guarantee that bu lies inthe primary subset M(g) unless gi = 2 for all i � jgj (Corollary 2:3); or gi are all30



large (Theorem 6:3): The purpose of this section is to prove that if F is even, thena local minimizer exists in almost every M(g): For example the result will applyto the EFK equation (1:3) in which the potential F (u) = (u2 � 1)2=4:Theorem 7.1 Suppose that F satis�es the hypothesis (H1) and �1 are saddle-foci. If F is even, then for each g = (g1; : : : ; gm) 2 G with gi > 2 there is a localminimizer bu 2M(g); which satis�es all the properties listed in Theorem 2:2:The existence of bu will follow from Claim 5:6 in the proof of Theorem 2:2; afterwe have established that the uniform separation property holds in M(g):Proposition 7.2 If F is even, then the uniform separation property holds inM(g)for any g = (g1; : : : ; gm) 2 G with gi > 2, i = 1; : : : ; m:In this section we will assume that F is even, and we will need to considerall classes M�(g) as de�ned in the introduction, where limt!�1 u(t) = �1 foru 2 M�(g): In the preceding sections we used only the classes M(g) = M�(g);but the classes M+(g) are simply their reections, M+(g) = f�u : u 2 M(g)g:Since F is even, the in�ma in these classes are the same, J (g) = J �(g) = J +(g):Proposition 7:2 relies on two lemmas that allow for comparison of the in�ma J (g)for various g in a way similar to Lemma 3:6:Lemma 7.3 For any g = (g1; :::; gm) 2 GJ (g) � J ((g1; :::; gi�1)) + J ((gi+1; :::; gm)) for 1 < i < m;J (g) � J (0) + J ((g2; : : : ; gm)); and J (g) � J ((g1; : : : ; gm�1)) + J (0):Remark: As will be evident in the proof, estimates similar to those in Lemma 7:3using J � hold without requiring symmetry. However, the next lemma does requireF to be even.Lemma 7.4 There is a universal constant � = �(�; F ) > 0 such thati) J (0) < J ((g1))� � for any g1 2 2N ;ii) J ((g2; :::; gm)) < J (g)� � for g = (g1; :::; gm) 2 G with g2 > 2; andiii) J ((g1; :::; gm�1)) < J (g)� � for g = (g1; :::; gm) 2 G with gm�1 > 2:First we will assume these lemmas to prove Proposition 7:2 which implies The-orem 7:1:Proof of Proposition 7:2 : Set �0 = �, where � is as in Lemma 7:4 and Corollary 5:2:Take an arbitrary u 2 M(g) such that J [u] � J (g) + �0=2, and assume, contraryto the assertion of the proposition, that ju(t0) � (�1)ij < � for some t0 2 Ii; i 2f0; 1; : : : ; m;m+1g; and small � to be speci�ed later. We will consider the case ofi odd, as the other case is completely analogous. Let g0i := #(Ai \ (�1; t0]) and31



g00i := #(Ai \ [t0;1)). Note that if i = m + 1; then g00i is in�nite. From Lemma7:4; for 1 < i < m we haveJ ((g1; :::; gi�1))+J ((gi+1; :::; gm)) � J ((g1; :::; gi�1; g0i))+J ((g00i ; gi+1; :::; gm))�2�0;which has a natural counterpart for i = mJ ((g1; : : : ; gm�1)) + J (0) � J ((g1; : : : ; gm�1; g0m)) + J ((g00m))� 2�0;and for i = m + 1 we haveJ (g) � J ((g1; : : : ; gm; g0m+1))� �0:This will immediately contradict Lemma 7:3 if we prove the following inequalityJ ((g1; :::; gi�1; g0i)) + J ((g00i ; gi+1; :::; gm))� �0 � J (g) (7.1)for 1 � i � m and J ((g1; : : : ; gm; g0m+1))� �0 < J (g) (7.2)for i = m+1: The same simple geometric construction leads to both these inequali-ties, and we regret that our notation forced these rather cumbersome formulations.First we will perturb u to a function v which has a tangency with (�1)i: Thisperturbation will cause a small increase in J; which is uniform in u and dependenton �; and is accomplished as follows. Let I be the largest interval around t0 suchthat (�1)iujI � 0. Exactly as in the proof of Lemma 5.4, jIj is uniformly boundedfrom below because u can not grow too sharply without increasing J . Therefore,there is a uniform � > 0 for which the perturbations v := u + � 0((t � t0)=p�),� 2 [0; �], are localized to I, and hence all the crossings in u are preserved.Choose � 2 [0; �] so that v is tangent to (�1)i at some t� 2 I. For � su�cientlysmall J [v] < J (g) + �0. Again, as in the proof of Lemma 5.4, uniformity in ucomes from Lemma 5.1.Cutting u at t� and extending the two pieces by a constant �1 we obtain C1functions u� and u+ de�ned byu�(t) = �u(t) for t � t�(�1)i�1 for t � t� and u+(t) = � (�1)i�1 for t � t�u(t) for t � t�:Note that J [u+]+J [u�] = J [v]; hence J [u+]+J [u�] < J (g)+�0. The two functionsaccount for all the crossings in u: Therefore, if not for tangency that u� and u+ havein their tails, we would have u� 2 M((g1; :::; g0i)) and u+ 2 M((g00i ; gi+1; :::; gm)).Then the last inequality immediately yields the desired inequalities (7:1) and (7:2):The tangencies can be easily removed with arbitrarily small perturbations thatleave the inequality intact. 2Now we proceed with the proofs of Lemmas 7:3 and 7:4:32



Proof of Lemma 7:3 : Fix � > 0 arbitrarily. We will argue for 0 < i < m: Letu� 2 M((g1; :::; gi�1)) and u+ 2M((gi+1; :::; gm)) be normalized such thatJ [u�] + J [u+] � J ((g1; :::; gi�1)) + J ((gi+1; :::; gm)) + �=2:We will paste u� and u+ together to get u 2 M(g). For s1; s2 > 0 consider thefunction v(t) de�ned on R n [�1; 1] byv(t) = �u�(t+ s1) for t < �1;u+(t� s2) for t > 1:Since normalized functions have in�nitely many transverse crossings which accu-mulate in the tails at points �1 � a < b � 1; we can choose s1 and s2 so thatv(�1) is close to (�1)i+1; and v0(�1) is very small. In particular v can be extendedacross [�1; 1] (using the local solutions of Section 4 for example) to construct aC1-function w with J [wj[�1;1]] < �=2. ThenJ [w] < J ((g1; :::; gi�1)) + J ((gi+1; :::; gm)) + �;and the construction can be accomplished so that w has transverse crossings of(�1)i+1; i.e. w 2 M((g1; :::; l; :::; gm)) for some l > 0. A number of crossings l isinherited by w from the tails of u� and u+. Thus l can be arbitrarily large sincenormalized functions have in�nitely many oscillations in their tails. Assume thenthat l � gi. The above estimate together with Lemma 3.6 yieldJ (g) � J((g1; :::; l; :::; gm)) � J ((g1; :::; gi�1)) + J ((gi+1; :::; gm)) + �:Since � was arbitrary, this completes the proof of the �rst inequality; the other twoare proved analogously. 2Proof of Lemma 7:4 : (i): From Lemma 3:6 we can assume that g1 = 2. Letu 2 M((2)) be normalized and translated so that u(0) is the global maximum.Also assume that J [uj(�1;0]] � J [uj[0;+1)]; the other case is similar.Let u(a) be the local minimum preceding u(0). De�ne v by v(t) = u(t) fort < 0, and v(t) = �u(�t) for t > 0. At t = 0 there is a jump with the one-sidedlimits v(0�) = u(0) and v(0+) = �u(0). Clearly, (v(0+)� v(a))(v(�a)� v(0�)) =(u(0)�u(a))2 � 0, so vj[a;0] and vj[0;�a] are latched, i.e. the hypothesis (ii) of Lemma3:1 is satis�ed. Clipping v yields a function w which is in M(0). Indeed, clippingmerges the two transitions of v; one is included in w and the other is removed. Inparticular J [w] � J [u] � �; where � is the uniform (a priori) lower bound on theaction of any transition given by Corollary 5:2 (Lemma 5:1): Since u is arbitrary,J ((g1)) � J [w] + � � J (0).Statements (ii) and (iii) are completely analogous by considering the map t 7! �t;and therefore we will only proof (iii). 33



(iii): As before it is enough to consider the case when gm = 2. Take an arbitrarynormalized u 2M(g). For speci�city let us assume thatm is even so that u(+1) =1. Let u(d) be the �rst local maximum in the tail, u(b) be the last local maximumbefore the tail, and u(c) be the unique local minimum in [b; d]; see Figure 7:1: Inthis way uj[b;c] and uj[c;d] are the two last transitions. There are three possibilities.
a b c d a b c d a c dFigure 7.1: An example of ipping and clipping in the proof of Lemma 7.4 (iii), Case 1.Case 1: u(b) > �u(c).Let u(a) be the local minimum preceeding u(b): Since gm�1 > 2, then u(a) >�1; and so (�u(a) � u(b)) < 0. Cutting u at b and ipping the tail part leads tov(t) := u(t) for t � b and v(t) := �u(t) for t � b. The above inequality and theassumption guarantee that vj[a;b] and vj[b;c] are latched. Thus we can clip v; andthe resulting function w, having lost one transition and none of the gm�1 crossings,belongs to M((g1; :::; gm�1)); see Figure 7:1: Since a full transition was clippedout, J [w] � J [u] � �, where � is as in (i). Since u is arbitrary, we conclude thatJ ((g1; :::; gm�1)) � J (g)� �.Case 2: u(d) > �u(c):Let u(e) be the local minimum succeeding u(d). Since u(e) > �1, we have�u(e) � u(d) < 0. As before, cut and ip u at d to get v(t) = u(t) for t � d andv(t) = �u(t) for t � d. The above inequality and the assumption imply that vj[c;d]and vj[d;e] are latched, so clip v to w which has one less transition. Actually w 2M((g1; :::; gm�1)); and again J [w] � J [u] � �. Consequently, J ((g1; :::; gm�1)) �J (g)� �.Case 3: �u(c) � maxfu(b); u(d)g.Cut and ip the tail at c to obtain v(t) = u(t) for t � c and v(t) = �u(t) fort � c. The functions vj[b;c] and vj[c;d] are latched; clip out one transition and �nishthe argument exactly as in the previous case. 2The requirement that g2 > 2 and gm�1 > 2 in parts (ii) and (iii) are technicalassumptions necessary for the above proof. These conditions lead to the hypothesisthat gi > 2 for all i � jgj in the statement of Theorem 7:1: However, we do notknow whether this is a true restriction. 34



8 Concluding RemarksIn this section we will discuss some related observations and possible directionsfor future work which are worthy of mention. However, we will be brief and omitdetails.1. Stable states for fourth-order evolution equations.In relation to the study of phase transitions in the neighborhood of Lifshitzpoints the following partial di�erential equation has been proposed in [14, 15, 37]ut = �uxxxx + �uxx � F 0(u); (8.1)where F is a double-well potential. In the case that the spatial domain is all ofR; the local minima of J are weakly stable states of (8:1) in following sense. Letbu be a local minimum of J; and de�ne bus to be the curve bu(� � s), s 2 R. From[10, 20] it follows (at least in the analytic case) that these curves are isolatedin � + H2(R): Now let u0 2 B�(bus) for � su�ciently small. Then, since bu is anisolated local minimum of J , the ow u(t; �) generated by (8:1) remains in sometubular neighborhood B�0(bus), with �0 � �. Furthermore, for arbitrary analyticF; the kernel of J 00(bu), satis�es 1 � dimN(J 00(bu)) � 2: When dimN(J 00(bu)) = 1;which corresponds to the transverse intersection of stable and unstable manifolds,it follows from [5] that u(t; x; u0) approaches an element bu(� � s0) on the curvebus for some s0. Otherwise it is not clear whether the !-limit set of the solutionu(t; x; u0) is a singleton.In the case of a �nite domain, the local minimizers found in this paper providestable equilibrium solutions with complex spatial patterns to initial boundary valueproblems of the form8<:ut = ��4uxxxx + ��2uxx � F 0(u) for x 2 (0; 1);(u(t; 0); u0(t; 0)) = A and (u(t; 1); u0(t; 1)) = B;u(0; x) = u0(x): (8.2)Indeed, let bv 2 M(g) be a local minimizer of J; and let [0; L] be the core intervalof bv: Truncating bv to this interval and rescaling by � = 1=L yields a functionv : [0; 1]! R which is a local minimizer ofJ�[u] = 1Z0 ��42 u2xx + ��22 u2x + F (u)� dxover the space X = fu 2 H2[0; 1] : (u(0); u0(0)) = A and (u(1); u0(1)) = Bg whereA and B are the values of (bv; bv0) at the points 0; L: It is easily veri�ed that J� isa Lyapunov function for the ow generated on X by the initial boundary valueproblem, and hence v is an asymptotically stable equilibrium. The function v hasthe complexity speci�ed by g: Note that the values of A;B; and � are determinedby the particular minimizer on R; and �! 0 as P gi !1:35



This is remeniscent of a result due to Afraimovich, Babin and Chow [1] whostudy second-order parabolic systems of the formqt = qxx �rV (q); q : [0; T ]! R2 ;derived from potentials V with two in�nite spike-like singularities at z1; z2 2 R2 :This makes the con�guration space nontrivial homotopically (unlike our case withwells at (�1; 0)): They prove that homotopy classes of initial data are invariantunder this gradient ow with periodic boundary conditions, which yields stableequilibria in every homotopy class of R2 n fz1; z2g: This invariance of classes willnot occur for the fourth-order PDE (8:2); but we do obtain spatially complex stableequilibria.The dynamics near the attractor is governed by the motion of transition layersin solutions to (8:2); see Kalies, VanderVorst, and Wanner [21]. Sandstede [32] hasdeveloped a general theory for studying the dynamics of higher-order parabolicPDE's in one space dimension. If the single pulse heteroclinics in M(0) are trans-verse, then his results apply to (8:2) and describe the dynamics near solutions withwell-separated transitions such as those in Theorem 1:2 (or 6:3):The inuence of saddle-focus equilibria in stationary or traveling-wave equa-tions for a variety of fourth-order PDE's has been discussed by many authors, cf.[6, 7] and the references therein, see also remark 7 below. As noted in [7], themultitransition or multibump solutions produced in many of these equations areoften unstable in contrast to (8:1):2. Multiple-well potentials.In the previous sections we discussed only equal depth double-well potentialsF (u): However the theory developed there easily extends to the case when F hasarbitrarily many wells all of equal depth and all global minima. As in the case oftwo wells, topological classes of functions can be de�ned with limits at t = �1in one of the wells. Naturally all of these equilibrium solutions are required tobe of saddle-focus type. The necessary clipping procedures are identical to thosein this paper, and the analysis proceeds in a completely analogous way. Again bycomparing in�ma one can conclude that there are local minimizers in many of thesetopological classes. Potentials F with in�nitely many wells can also be considered,cf. [20].3. Critical levels for large winding vectors.For vectors g 2 G for which the components gi are large, a result more detailedthan Theorem 6:3 can be obtained. In particular precise estimates on the criticallevels of the minimizers can be found. There exists an N = N(jgj) > 0 such thatfor any g 2 G with gi � NjJ(g)� nJ�(0)�mJ+(0)j = O(e�kN); n+m = jgj;for some positive constant k = k(jgj). As min gi ! 1; the critical levels clusteraround sums of the global minima J�(0) and J+(0). Moreover the minimizers are36



W 1;1-close to Pi�jgj+1 bui(� � ti), where ui are minimizers of J�(0) for i odd andJ+(0) for i even. The points ti satisfy t1 < t2 < : : : < tjgj+1 and jti � ti�1j ! 1as min gi ! 1: The proof is based on the following observation. Recall Ii =convAi are the intervals between transitions. Let u 2 M(g) be a minimizer, thenjIij ! 1 as gi !1 for all i, which follows from the proof of Theorem 2.8 in [20].The exponential bound in the above estimate follows from the fact that �1 arehyperbolic equilibria. A detailed proof of this estimate from below is completelyanalogous to arguments found in [21]. Note that the solutions constructed in [20],which lie in a W 1;1-neighborhood of Pi[u�(� � s2i+1) + u+(� � s2i)], s ! 1 alsohave the property that the critical value goes to nJ� +mJ+.4. Non-integrability and postive entropy.The multitransition solutions found in this paper can be used to estimate thetopological entropy of the ow generated by (1:2): Such a computation is performedin [20] for the EFK equation (1:3) where F (u) = 14(u2 � 1)2: A similar argumentcan be made for a general double-well potential using the solutions in Theorem1:2 provided one can �nd estimates on the distances between transitions. Theseestimates can be done, but we will not furnish them here. Since the topologicalentropy is positive, the ow is chaotic. Consequently equation (1:2); with any C2double-well potential F , is not a completely integrable Hamiltonian system whenu = �1 are saddle-focus equilibria points. In fact, the above results could possiblybe extended to produce chaotic solutions with in�nitely many transitions directlyby a minimization procedure.5. Homoclinic and heteroclinic connections of higher index.The homoclinic and heteroclinic solutions discussed here are local minimizersof J . Therefore one would expect to also �nd critical points of higher index such asmountain pass critical points. If the minimizers were known to be nondegenerate,i.e. the translation eigenvalue is simple (which is di�cult to verify), then theexistence of critical points of arbitrarily high index can be derived from work bySandstede [32] which is based on invariant manifold theory. A possible variationalapproach can be illustrated by the following example. The shooting methods ofPeletier and Troy [27] yield heteroclinics which oscillate around 0 on an interval[�T; T ] with applitude less than 1. Such functions are in the class M(0) butare not the local minimizers from Theorem 2:2; because their transitions are notmonotone. This does not preclude them from being local minimizers of J; but theycannot be global minimizers in �+H2(R); since they can be clipped. However weconjecture that there are solutions of this type which are mountain pass criticalpoints between local minima. Let u0 2M(0) and u1 2M((2; 2)) and consider theconnection us = f(1 � s)u0 + su1gs2[0;1]. Then for some s� 2 [0; 1], the functionus� has this property. It is possible that the techniques used in this paper can beextended to �nd a minimax of mountain pass type between the solutions u0 andu1 in this way. 37
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